Early I.O. Inc. rifles
were assembled
from parts kits,
with spotty quality
control. Now they’re
made with new
parts and inspected
at every phase of
manufacture.
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ertain companies in the industry stand out from the
crowd with quality products and excellent customer
service. These are the companies which earn fiercely
loyal customers. Others are the companies people love to
revile on their favorite websites.
These lists are not stagnant. A company may start on
the good list and then lose that standing. While it’s easy
to fall from grace, it’s very hard to swing the pendulum in
the other direction: very hard indeed.
So I wasn’t sure what to expect when a few of my colleagues and I headed to Palm Bay, Fla., to visit I.O. Inc.’s
new facility. I wrote my first article on this company back
in June of 1999, and since then, they’ve had their ups and

I.O. INC.

Fortier travels to Florida to take a peek at the company’s new
facility and hear about the quest for quality.
downs. They made a big splash in the USA importing
traditional surplus from around the world
When they transitioned over to manufacturing AK
rifles, however, things didn’t go so well. Customers complained about quality control problems and poor customer
service. This in turn led to many turning their noses up at
anything stamped I.O. Inc. It was a self-inflicted wound.
The customer complaints led to a come-to-Jesus moment for I.O. Inc. The quality of both the firearms and
the customer experience had to improve. How could it be
done? To begin, they completely closed down their old
facility in North Carolina, moving to Florida and basically starting over from scratch.

This included a huge investment in modern machinery
and equipment, careful selection and training of an entire new workforce, new procedures, much higher quality
control and a different attitude.
The change began at the very top of the company,
with I.O. Inc.’s President Uli Wiegand. It was Wiegand
who not only listened to what customers were saying but
agreed with them and then took his company in a new direction. He didn’t just want to make some token improvements: he wanted to start over with a clean slate.
First though he needed the right person to help him
accomplish this. He eventually found what he was looking for in a talented mechanical engineer named Ramzi

Ramzi Kheireddine (l.) was hired to shake things
up, improve quality and tackle important new projects like adding a 1911 pistol to I.O. Inc.’s lineup.

In 2013 I.O. Inc. moved from North Carolina and
opened a brand-new facility in Palm Bay Fla. Here
it has new equipment, a new crew and a fresh start.

Kheireddine. Kheireddine agreed to undertake the task
of helping to move and restart the company, but only if it
was done right. With that, a new team was formed.
I.O. Inc. has an interesting history that extends through
some very exciting times. Two brothers, Uli and Oli Wiegand, are behind what we know today as I.O. Inc. Born
in Germany, they grew up with a fascination for military
history and military collectibles as well as a respect for
their family’s rich military heritage.
Their grandfather defended Germany on the Eastern
Front against the Tsar’s hordes during the Great War. A
generation later, his son literally followed in his footsteps
and defended his country against Stalin’s Red Army. He
would earn the Iron Cross behind an overheated MG42,
refusing to give ground despite facing overwhelming
odds. His defense was so stubborn a tank had to be
brought up to blast his gun into silence. Badly wounded,
he was evacuated to a hospital and was still recovering
when the war ended.
Years later when Oli and Uli were born, he told them
stories of the war. This, of course, quickly led to their becoming interested in military history and gear. When Oli
turned 10, he received his first Mauser Kar 98k (deactivated as per German law) and he was hooked for life. When
he turned 18, he began to obtain all the required civilian
firearm licenses and became an active shooter. At the
same time he collected all manner of gear and goodies.

Company president Uli Wiegand listened to what customers were saying. He says customers were right; quality
wasn’t as good as it should be so he made big changes.

Wiegand made a large investment in modern CNC equipment during the transition to Florida. This provides
the company with capabilities it previously lacked.

His hobby would take a sudden twist in 1988 when a
friend from Switzerland helped him obtain contacts in
England and Israel. He ended up using his new found contacts to purchase five Uzi and Sten parts kits from Israel
and some MG08/15s from England. These quickly sold,
and he noticed there was a large interest in such material.
At the time Oli was studying to become a pharmacist,
only his heart wasn’t really in it. So he borrowed 3,000
deutschmarks (about $1,500 at the time) from his mother
and started a small business.

His new life began in the basement of his parents’
home in Whitten, Germany but it soon spilled over until it consumed their garage as well. In the summer of
1989, he took a rather large step and bought 50 tons of
G3 parts from the West German government. As you can
imagine, buying 50 tons of surplus was kind of a big deal.
These he sold to a U.S. customer, and his business
grew. In 1994 a division was founded in Austria, serving
that market. Unfortunately, European laws continued to
become ever more restrictive, so a decision was made to

I.O. Inc.’s M214 is a modern-looking 7.62x39mm AK rifle
built on a stamped steel receiver and featuring a Phantom
flash suppressor and long 1913 rail system.
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The AKM247-C is a traditional looking 7.62x39mm pattern rifle with classic
wood furniture and slant-cut compensator intended for the traditionalist.

lectibles to bring to the U.S. market. Their travels took
them to China, Egypt, Eastern Europe, Finland, Latin
America, Russia, and of course, Northern Europe.
These were the last glorious years of classic surplus.
Finnish 7.62mm M39 Mosin-Nagant rifles, StG 58 and
G3 parts kits, armored vehicles, artillery, optics, web
gear, ammunition and much, much more were all imported for U.S. collectors.
In a surprisingly short time, they were able to carve
The first step in improving quality was controlling out a niche in the U.S. market. This was accomplished
parts quality. While surplus military parts had been
by offering a wide array of interesting surplus firearms,
used, only brand-new parts are used in I.O.’s AKs.
parts kits and accessories at very competitive prices. They
even dealt in military vehicles for a time. These included
Kubelwagens as well as SvKsv 251/v halftracks. These
branch out to the United States. This occurred in 1995 Czech-built halftracks were modified by the original facwhen Inter-Ordnance of America was founded in Mon- tory to look exactly like those used by the Wehrmacht
roe, N.C.
during World War II.
In 1996 Oli’s younger brother, Uli, moved to the UnitIt’s interesting to note that two of their halftracks aped States to run this branch of the business. Oli remained peared in the major motion picture Saving Private Ryan.
in Europe until 1998. Then, with the European sales Many of you may remember the scene where a German
sagging and U.S. sales thriving, he too moved to North halftrack was knocked out by a U.S. bazooka team.
Carolina to focus his attention on the U.S. market.
As well as offering surplus items, they also strove to
Until 1998 their main focus had been importing spare develop new products for both the shooter and collector.
parts and magazines from Germany. In 1998 they ex- These included reproduction Mauser Kar 98k accessories
panded their view into something bigger. They began and reproduction military holsters. Around 1999, they
to travel around the globe searching for desirable col- developed and briefly marketed a semi-automatic PPSh-

A mound of AK safety levers awaits assembly onto
rifles. The notch acts as a manual bolt hold-open,
making it easier to remove and replace magazines.

41 clone that fired from a closed bolt. My introduction to
I.O. Inc. came through this interesting 7.62x25mm project. While long forgotten by most, this semi-automatic
PPSh-41 would foreshadow things to come.
Eventually the golden age of military surplus came to
an end. The classic Berthiers, Carcanos, Enfields, Mausers and the like dried up. Like the firearms, surplus ammunition also began to disappear. Once common calibers like .303 British suddenly became hard to find.
The 9/11 attacks changed the landscape for companies like I.O. Inc. Suddenly, shipping surplus arms and
[Cont. to page 46]

Moving the company to Florida’s Space Coast gave I.O. Inc. access to former
NASA employees who were used to high standards and proved easy to train.
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If you’re making your own parts, why not make them a little better? Small improvements like this extended magazine release made I.O. Inc. AKs distinctive.

AK buyers are hardly content to use the same old rifle from 1947 when AR shooters are busy customizing their guns, so I.O. Inc. offers much-modernized AKs.

[Cont. from page 44]

ammunition through certain parts of the world became
much more difficult or altogether impossible. All of these
hurdles eventually led many companies specializing in
military surplus to expand their horizons.
In response to these challenges, the Weigands decided
to become manufacturers. If surplus firearms were drying
up, they would simply build guns for shooters and collectors. They had a great deal of experience with Kalashnikovs, so they to begin producing semi-automatic AKs
rifles at their facility in North Carolina.
Originally, these were produced using a mix of surplus
parts and new American-made pieces. As many have
found, building Kalashnikovs is not as easy as it first appears. It’s one thing to build one rifle, it’s another thing
to build them day in and day out. Some rifles were good
to go, other rifles had issues. Not surprisingly, customers
with those rifles began to complain.
Around 2009, Oli left the company to continue his adventures. Uli was now in charge of everything. He built
some great partnerships in Europe, especially with Pioneer Arms of Radom, Poland. But quality control was
always a problem in North Carolina, where skilled labor
was in short supply. After trying to fix the issues with
workers on the floor, Uli carefully considered all the options and solutions. He then made the difficult decision to
shut down the facility and start with a clean slate in Palm
Bay, Florida in 2013.
At this same time, he made a hefty investment in modern CNC equipment and tooling. More importantly, he
made a hefty investment in people. NASA cutbacks meant
that the Florida Space Coast had a large pool of highly

skilled workers. These were people used to building precision parts for machines a lot more complex than an AK.
Kheireddine was Uli’s right-hand man in the process.
He came to the USA from Lebanon in 1994 and attended
the University of North Carolina-Charlotte, graduating
with a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering.
You can tell immediately he loves manufacturing, so it
comes as no surprise he grew up in a machine shop. Both
his grandfather and his father were engineers and they
both owned machine shops; from an early age he learned
every station in his father’s shop.
When I asked him about the differences between how
they did things in North Carolina and how things are
done now, he was pretty blunt. “The old I.O. Inc. in
North Carolina was kind of a like a Mom and Pop shop.
One person might answer the phone and work out back
and do customer service. All of that has changed. We
have an entirely new and well-trained customer service
department. That’s all they do.
“Keep in mind some surplus parts were used during
assembly in North Carolina. When these parts went to
the production line in North Carolina, they were not
checked by quality control. Because they were military
surplus parts, they were just assumed to be good. It was
assumed they had already passed European military QC.
Unfortunately many military parts did not actually meet

If the worker on the floor doesn’t do his job, QC will go out the window. Due to
this I.O. Inc. has worked hard to find high quality employees they can count on.
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the required specifications. So when they were assembled
onto a rifle they gave problems.
“All of that has changed. Surplus parts are no longer
used, everything is new. Plus everything is checked by
Quality Control. Individual parts are checked, and then
sub-assemblies are checked, the rifle is checked during final assembly, shot/tested and then the rifle is rechecked
by QC before being packed. These procedures didn’t exist
before.”
Next I asked him about some of the challenges he faced
in improving the quality of I.O. Inc.’s product. “To improve quality, we had to control the quality of our parts.
It was impossible to do that using foreign-made parts. So
we had to eliminate all the surplus parts and switch entirely to new American-made parts. Basically we had to
make new tooling for every part of the Kalashnikov rifle
when we switched to 100% new parts. Plus we developed,
designed and fabricated special jigs and fixtures for each
station during assembly. This allows QC checks at point
during the assembly process.
“We also developed new methods and procedures for
assembling the rifle itself. You have to understand, we
have a Polish partner intimately familiar with the production of the Kalashnikov rifle. We know exactly how
traditional production procedures licensed by the Soviets
occurs. However it’s not 1959 anymore and technology
has changed.
“Modern CNC equipment allows us to do things Soviet engineers in the 1940s and 1950s never dreamed of. So
yes, we came up with some new ways of assembling the
rifle ourselves. As an example, we headspace the barrel to
the trunnion and then fit the trunnion to the receiver. In
the old days the trunnion was first riveted to the receiver
[Cont. to page 48]
and then the barrel was pressed into it.

After final assembly, each rifle is test-fired to ensure proper and safe function. It is then cleaned and carefully rechecked one final time prior to packing.

The Nano is a very
compact 7.62x39mm
AK pistol. A real
“blast” to fire, it is the
perfect candidate for
a SIG arm brace to
make a pseudo-SBR
equivalent.

[Cont. from page 46]

“Keep in mind with surplus parts, the trunnions were
already drilled. Unfortunately sometimes the holes were
not concentric, so the barrels were not straight. We use
brand new trunnions now, so everything can be made
straight.
“We have also greatly improved efficiency. Uli invested
heavily in machinery. The company now has CNC capabilities, special fixtures and presses it didn’t previously.
More importantly it also has a manufacturing engineer running the machine shop. Plus we have excellent
workers now. Looking at training brand-new people
seemed daunting. Luckily they proved easy to train
and adapted quickly. Former NASA employees were
used to high standards, so they do very well in this type
of environment.
“Another challenge was to add extra features to our
Kalashnikov rifles. We wanted to show the customer we
were offering a bit extra with our rifles. So we added the
following features to our AKs:
Buffer to prolong the life of the rifle
Bolt hold-open feature
Nitrided barrel
New furniture options
Extended magazine release lever
“Overall there has been a dramatic change in how we
do things, what we have to work with, the quality of the
worker on the line which leads to an improved product.”
While I.O. Inc. is known for their Kalashnikov rifles,
today they also produce AR-15 type rifles as well. These
include both 16-inch carbines as well as a traditional
M16A1 “retro” model. So I asked Kheireddine about
what it was like adding AR-15s to their production. “I
remember seeing the troops carrying M16s when I was
a kid. It was a rifle I wanted to own someday. Today it
remains my favorite rifle.
“It is completely different than building AKs. We decided to start building ARs about a year ago. It was a
piece of cake undertaking production. Americans know
their rifle, and they know how to produce it. While the
heart of our rifles are new lower receivers, the soul are
parts from Colt-manufactured M16A1 rifles.
“We use new trigger groups and barrels, but almost
everything else is produced by Colt. This includes the
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The AK market is very
competitive, and users
aren’t content just to
own the original military
version. So I.O. offers
lots of different stocks
and accessories.

If you insist on the traditional wood stock, I.O.
can accommodate you,
with laminated buttstocks and fore-ends.
The wood’s a lot nicer
than the original stuff.

bolt carrier assembly. We use nitride barrels with the U.S.
military standard 1:7 twist on our 16-inch carbines. Our
20-inch guns receive a 1:8 twist.
“We have had a lot of interest in our M16A1 model.
It’s unique on the market with its triangular handguards
and A1 upper receiver. Feedback on our 16 inch carbines
though has also been very positive.”
Lastly I asked Kheireddine about a project he is currently working on, building 1911 pistols. I am still amazed
at the enduring popularity of the 1911 design among
American shooters. It is simply a pistol Americans love.
Among them is Kheireddine and this is actually the
project which brought him together with Uli. “Uli and I
spoke about doing a 1911 and it was something I really
wanted to do. I’m a big fan of the 1911 pistol. It’s kind
of funny, but I actually started designing our 1911 during
the middle of our move from North Carolina. Putting a
1911 pistol into production has its own set of challenges.
I quickly found out just because it works on a computer
doesn’t mean it will work in real life. It still might need
tweaking. Designing the extractor is a good example of
this. Due to the pistol’s basic design, I also found making
fixtures to be very challenging.”
So how does I.O. Inc. look today? To find out a group
of writers from InterMedia Outdoors made the trek to
Florida. We arrived on a rainy night, grabbed dinner and
chatted late into the night. The next morning we drove to
the facility.

Having visited their old building in North Carolina, I
have to say their new facility is a significant step up in size
and looks. Inside we were greeted by Uli, Kheireddine
and other important personnel and given a presentation
on where the company is today, its product line and where
it’s headed in the future. Here we had a chance to look
at what their current production looks like and bounce
[Cont. to page 50]
questions off them.

For 2014 I.O. Inc. added AR-15 rifles to its line.
These are produced using new receivers, new trigger
groups, new barrels and original Colt M16A1 parts.

In addition to their AKs, I.O. Inc. now offers a couple models of 16-inch AR carbines both with and without 1913 rail systems. They also offer a M16A1 clone.

HI-LUX’S SUPER COOL MICRO-MAX B-DOT
Finally a red dot sight with a 5+ year battery life
at a reasonable price. By David M. Fortier

[Cont. from page 48]

Next we had a chance to tour their facility, examine
their equipment, ask questions about their procedures
and paw things over. I found their facility to be clean,
organized and well laid out in a systematic fashion. It is
also very modern compared to the AK plants I’ve visited
in Eastern Europe and Russia.
Uli put his money where his mouth is when it came
time to buy CNC equipment. Testing equipment and
fixtures were at each station to ensure components and
assemblies were within spec. More importantly, the workers I spoke with appeared very well versed in their jobs,
knowledgeable in what they were doing and with pride in
their jobs.
Do they have the experience building AKs like the
Eastern European factory workers do? No, many of them
have been building AKs literally for decades. But these
are American workers, many with backgrounds building
parts for NASA.
After allowing us the run of the place, we had a chance
to shoot every model they are currently producing, as
well as a couple 1911 prototypes. During our time at
the range Uli exhorted us to “Shoot!” It was obvious he
wanted us to wring his product out. No problems were
encountered with any of the Kalashnikov rifles or the
stubby Nano AK pistol. The AR-15s also ran flawlessly
and the M16A1 style rifle proved a big hit. The 1911 prototypes also showed potential, but still have a ways to go.
But it did say much that they rolled prototypes out for us
to examine and fire.
While I had a chance to examine and fire new production rifles while in Florida, Uli wanted to provide me with
a better look at what they are building. So he sent four
rifles chosen at random from their production on loan for
review. These I could strip, examine and test on my range
at my leisure.
Without a doubt the AKs I.O. Inc. is now producing
look better than what they became known for while in
North Carolina. The riveting looks better; the rifles were
actually straight, with properly aligned gas blocks and
front sight bases. Plus they zeroed without issue, although
one’s front sight ended up a bit lower than I would have
preferred.
Negatives? The bolt carrier assemblies were stiff out of
the box. They bumped and ground along as you cycled
them. Basically they felt like they needed a few hundred
rounds through them to smooth things up.
I’ll also gripe I don’t like the look of the roll pins
they are using to retain the gas blocks and front sight
bases. Traditional solid pins would look better. Lastly
the magazine wells are a mite tighter than I’d prefer. I.O.
Inc. supplies two polymer magazines with each rifle, and
these fit very tightly. I found standard Com Bloc steel
mags to be a better fit. But even so, this bugged me. Just
keep in mind that AK magazines can vary a great deal
in dimension.
Overall though the rifles look good and they function
reliably. Accuracy using Wolf FMJ and SPs averaged
between 2.9 and 3.7 inches from rifle to rifle at 100
yards. This is shooting from a bench using the iron
sights.
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W

hen it comes to red dot sights, one model stands
out from the crowd, Aimpoint’s Micro T-1. It’s a
good looking, tough, reliable unit with an incredibly long
battery life. The downside, of course is price; it’s very
expensive.
So Hi-Lux Optics immediately caught my attention
when they announced the new Micro-Max B-Dot red
dot sight. What piqued my interest the most about this
new sight was its 5.7-year battery life. Wow. All the
cheap T-1 copies have battery lives measured in hours,
not years. So this is kind of a big deal.
Looking more closely at Hi-Lux’s new compact sight,
you’ll notice it’s not just another cheap T-1 clone. No,
this is a quality optical sight that can stand on its own
merits. It features a very bright 2 moa dot and is night
vision compatible. Dot intensity is controlled by a digital switch with 12 settings. To enhance optical performance, the lenses are fully multi-coated.
The unit itself is slightly larger than a T-1, but weighs
just 3.8 ounces with mount. Another nice touch is full
compatibility with standard and aftermarket Aimpoint
Micro T-1 style mounts. So it will readily attach to LaRue
and other high quality aftermarket mounts.
One feature I liked is the battery compartment allows
storage of one spare battery. So you can have what
amounts to more than 10 years of battery life sitting on
the optic. Neat. The design is waterproof and very ro-

bust. Build quality looks first rate; this is a nice-looking
optic. It certainly stands out from the cheap T-1 knockoff crowd.
Each B-Dot sight comes with a honeycomb filter and
flip-up lens covers, which are a nice touch. I also liked
how it has tool-less adjustments and the adjuster caps
are retained by lanyards.
I’ve had the chance to test both a preproduction
and a regular production sight over the last couple of
months. Testing was initially undertaken using a Definitive Arms .223 Rem AK, but then I switched the production sight over to a 9-inch 300 Blackout AR pistol.
Hi-Lux offers an AR riser as an accessory that I also
utilized during testing. Performance has been first-rate
with zero issues. During testing I noted the adjustments
to be reliable and repeatable, with the unit zeroing without issue. Accuracy was quite acceptable.
Firing from a traditional sitting position at 100 yards
using the 9-inch 300 BLK pistol teamed with Black Hills
Ammunition gave 1.2- to 1.5-inch groups. Optical performance is excellent with accurate color rendition and
a nice clear unobstructed image. Reticle intensity is
bright enough to easily discern the dot on a very bright
summer day. Plus the digital switch gave reliable service and was easy to use, even wearing gloves. Press
+ to make the dot brighter and – to decrease intensity.
So the B-Dot is packed with features, looks good
and performs well, what’s the catch? Well, there isn’t
one, or at least not one I can find. Better still is the price,
which is quite reasonable. Hi-Lux is introducing the new
model at just $199.
At this price point, with these features and Hi-Lux’s
reputation for quality I think they have a winner. Hi-Lux
has worked very hard to bring new high quality optics
to the market which offer great value at a blue collar
price. The B-Dot is just another example of this. I look
forward to see what they come up with next.

Hi-Lux’s Micro-Max B-Dot red dot sight comes with
flip-up covers and a honeycomb filter. For use on an
AR Hi-Lux also offers a riser block, seen at right.

SOURCE
The tiny Micro-Max B-Dot red dot sight from HiLux features a 5.7-year battery life, bright 2 moa
dot, impressive build quality and affordable price.

Hi-Lux Optics
888-445-8912 / www.hi-luxoptics.com

A worker examines a group of AR barrels. I.O. Inc. offers 16-inch barrels with 1:7
twist and 20-inch tubes with 1:8 twist, the latter for those who like a retro look.

I also noted the more I shot them, the smoother their actions became. Each rifle comes nicely packed in a hard plastic
case with two magazines, cleaning kit, oil bottle and chamber
flag. Plus each one features an inspection sticker with the initials of the person who performed the final inspection.
It’s not very often you hear a company president say,
“We have heard your complaints and we are making ma-

Uli Wiegand has worked very hard to improve his products’ quality and to show
people he is serious about making I.O. Inc. a company that shooters can respect.

jor changes to address them.” I think it speaks well for year with a lot of changes for I.O. Inc. It appears Uli and
both Uli Wiegand and his company. It really appears like Kheireddine are navigating in the right direction.
Uli is trying to dramatically improve his product line,
customer service and how his company is perceived in
the market.
SOURCE
I’ll be interested to see customer feedback and thoughts
I.O. Inc. / 321-499-3819 / www.ioinc.us
on their product and customer service. 2014 was a big
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